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ABSTRACT
The American Voter – a seminal work in political science –
uncovered the multifaceted nature of voting behavior which
has been corroborated in electoral research for decades since.
In this paper, we leverage The American Voter as an anal-
ysis framework in the realm of computational political sci-
ence, employing the factors of party, personality, and policy
to structure the analysis of public discourse on online social
media during the 2016 U.S. presidential primaries. Our anal-
ysis of 50 million tweets reveals the continuing importance
of these three factors; our understanding is also enriched by
the application of sentiment analysis techniques. The over-
whelmingly negative sentiment of conversations surround-
ing 10 major presidential candidates reveals more “crosstalk”
from Democratic leaning users towards Republican candi-
dates, and less vice-versa. We uncover the lack ofmoderation
as the most discussed personality dimension during this cam-
paign season, as the political field becomes more extreme –
Clinton and Rubio are perceived as moderate, while Trump,
Sanders, and Cruz are not. While the most discussed issues
are foreign policy and immigration, Republicans tweet more
about abortion than Democrats who tweet more about gay
rights than Republicans. Finally, we illustrate the importance
of multifaceted political discourse analysis by applying re-
gression to quantify the impact of party, personality, and pol-
icy on national polls.
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INTRODUCTION
The American Voter [16], published in 1960, demonstrated
that the most important factors for voters when choosing their
President were: party or partisanship, policy considerations,
and personality of the person seeking office. Partisanship –
being a Democrat or a Republican – was extremely important
and it was the one factor that extended from one election to
the next. Though policies shifted across elections, people’s
assessment of the importance of specific policies influenced
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their votes. The third factor was how the candidates were per-
ceived – their personality or character. The American Voter
was based on the largest collection of survey research of its
day, covering presidential elections from 1948 through 1956.
The study became an instant classic and set a research tradi-
tion that has extended to this point. The American Voter Re-
visited [40] replicated the original research in the 2000s and
found among other things that once again party, policy, and
personality remain the three most important factors in under-
standing who people vote for in presidential elections.

Our aim is to use the classic The American Voter study as the
basis for a principled analysis of Twitter conversations around
the 2016 U.S. presidential election. Specifically, we assess
partisanship, discussions on policies, and perceptions of can-
didates’ personality using Twitter communications. While
our approach derives in a principled way from The American
Voter, our work is novel in that it bridges from traditional sur-
vey research to mining large-scale publicly available online
social media communications.

Social media has already played a significant role in elections
in the U.S. and elsewhere [53, 38]. It was pivotal in the 2016
U.S. presidential election as well [6]. Growing numbers of
the general public, especially the younger demographic, fol-
low elections on social media [51, 34]. Given this trend, most
candidates and their campaigns are actively trying to attract
and engage social media users. Taking candidacy announce-
ment as an example, Ted Cruz was the first mainstream politi-
cian to officially announce his candidacy with a tweet. A few
weeks later, Hillary Clinton also took advantage of Twitter to
announce she was running. Candidates differ in their social
media strategies and successes [37]. Donald Trump posted
inflammatory tweets to dominate the news cycle and drive
up attendance at his rallies. Bernie Sanders’s campaign used
#FeelTheBern to gather and rally a large grassroots move-
ment.

The analysis of social media activity in prior literature has pri-
marily focused on counts (tweets, retweets, comments, likes,
etc.) and sentiment as indicators of public engagement, reach,
and opinion. Content tends to be considered only in outlier
conditions such as when a post goes viral. In contrast, our
goal is to use computational methods to explore content about
policy discussions and personality perceptions in addition to
party-specific engagement on Twitter. Our key contributions
are the following.

• We study Twitter communications around the 2016 U.S.
presidential candidates using 50 million tweets collected from
November 15, 2015 to February 29, 2016. This period covers
Iowa, New Hampshire, Nevada, and South Carolina caucuses
and primaries as well as several debates.
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•We implement computational methods for tracking politi-
cal discourse about party, personality, and policy on Twitter.

• We conduct statistical analysis of electoral polls to show
the importance of party, personality, and policy in the model-
ing of political deliberation.

The unique contribution of our work is in applying computa-
tional methods to an established and long line of election re-
search in political science. Specifically, we contribute to the
stream of research initiated by The American Voter by moving
it forward from survey research to the realm of online social
media.

RELATED WORK

The American Voter
Although published several decades ago, The American Voter
[16] continues to serve as the baseline for researchers to un-
derstand voting behavior. The original study used survey data
collected during three U.S. presidential elections (1948, 1952,
and 1956). The central argument of the study is the funnel
model, which claims that party affiliation shapes voters’ at-
titude towards policy considerations and personality percep-
tion of presidential candidates. The study analyzed how vot-
ers form their own party identification and how the psycho-
logical attachment between voters and their party determines
political attitudes.

Based on the original study, The American Voter Revisited
[40] in 2008 attempted to understand voting behaviors during
the U.S. presidential elections in 2000 and 2004. The authors
found that, as compared to the 1950s, more voters identified
with their party affiliations in the 2000s. More importantly,
the authors also found that voting outcomes are still explained
by party identification, short-term policy issues, and percep-
tions of candidates. The authors concluded that even though
the influence of these factors on voting outcomes may have
changed over time, the three-pronged paradigm of party, pol-
icy, and personality remains intact.

We ask whether these dimensions are present in current social
media data, whether it is possible to track them, and whether
they still relate to the politicians’ success at the polls. Be-
low, we discuss prior research on measurement and analysis
of party, policy, and personality, especially in online social
media.

Party
Identification of political affiliations is a well-researched area.
Prior political science research primarily relies on interviews
to explicitly ask users about their political affiliations. On
online social media, however, only a small fraction of users
report their political affiliation. For example, less than 10%
of U.S.-based adult Facebook users self-report their political
affiliation [8]. It is challenging to infer users’ political party
affiliations at a large scale using online social media data. Co-
hen and Ruths [20] showed that it is difficult to infer politi-
cal orientation for “normal” Twitter users who rarely discuss
politics. Some researchers have used machine learning tech-
niques such as LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [21], SVM
(Support Vector Machine) [21, 57, 45], and BDT (Boosted

Decision Tree) [45] to infer users’ political affiliations based
on profile features (e.g., name, location), linguistic features
(e.g., tweet text, hashtags), and network features (e.g., fol-
lowers, retweets, replies). Some researchers have used la-
bel propagation techniques where a user’s political affilia-
tion is inferred based on whether they post about well-known
conservative/liberal issues or follow well-known conserva-
tive/liberal users. For example, Zhou et al. [59] inferred polit-
ical leaning of users on Digg based on how they voted (equiv-
alent to like or share) on news articles with labeled political
ideology using Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) workers.
More recently, Golbeck et al. [33] inferred political leaning
of Twitter users based on whether they follow a seed group of
well-known political personalities (e.g., Congress members).
We use a similar method to infer political affiliation of Twitter
users in our work.

Prior political science research has shown that the politi-
cal party affiliation’s impact on voting outcomes may not
be straightforward. Using survey data on political figures
and events, Bartels [10] applied a Bayesian model to study
opinion change with respect to partisan bias. He found that
partisanship is not just a simple “running tally”, but rather
shapes voters’ attitudes and reactions to politics, resulting in
sharp differences in opinions between Democrats and Repub-
licans towards various political events. Other studies have
also looked at the marginal and joint impact of political affil-
iation and other factors on voting preferences (e.g., [12, 25,
36]), which we also examine here.

Personality
Perception of politicians’ personality reflects both the cam-
paign’s success in framing their candidate and the values of
the electorate projected onto these public personas. Pew Re-
search Center and the Washington Post conducted surveys to
study how personalities of political leaders are perceived by
the public over time [27, 28]. Through phone interviews, U.S.
adult voters were asked for the one word that comes to mind
when a politician is named. Comparing Obama and Rom-
ney, voters’ most common perception of Obama were Good,
Trying, President, and also Failure and Incompetent and for
Romney were Honest, Businessman, Rich, Good, and Con-
servative. However, survey-based personality research can-
not rival the scale of online social media. Prior studies on
personality perceptions of presidential candidates from on-
line social media communications have relied on broad cate-
gorization of sentiment such as positive, negative, and neutral
[13, 39, 54, 41]. Tumasjan et al. [53] looked at more de-
tailed sentiment aspects such as anxiety, anger, and sadness
for different candidates in the 2009 German national election.
More recently, Bhattacharya et al. [14] proposed a method
to systematically measure personality traits suggested by The
American Voter [16] using a template-driven approach that
measures the personality trait on a continuum, measuring ei-
ther its presence or absence. As state-of-the-art, we use their
method in our work.

Further, party affiliation has been repeatedly shown to relate
to the rhetoric of the politicians in question, as been shown
by [23, 32, 29], who have studied the influence of politicians’
personality traits on their leadership and decision-making
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styles. For example, Gallagher et al. [29] found that the per-
sonality traits of political leaders shape their choices and their
level of consistency in policy making. Further, Benoit [12]
showed that Republicans discuss character more, and pol-
icy less, than Democrats. While examining debates, televi-
sion spots, and acceptance addresses from 1948 to 2000, he
found that Democrats emphasized more on traits like ‘empa-
thy’ and ‘drive’ while Republicans emphasized more on traits
like ‘sincerity’ and ‘morality’. The automated analysis frame-
work we present in this paper provides parallel insights of the
politicians’ character as perceived by social media users.

Policy
Policy issues have been examined at both the macro-level (na-
tion or public as a unit of analysis) [19, 11] and the micro-
level (how individuals define issues) [55, 56]. In order to
track policy-related discussions on online social media, re-
searchers typically create a lexicon of relevant terms of each
policy and track their occurrences within the content [58, 52].
For example, Zhang et al. [58] manually identified relevant
keywords, phrases, and hashtags related to same-sex marriage
on Twitter, community wikis, and news articles to predict pol-
icy changes on the issue. We follow a similar high-precision
approach, engaging political scientists’ domain expertise to
build vocabularies for each topic.

Prior political science research has explored the impact of
policies on voters’ evaluation of presidential candidates.
Benoit [12] investigated presidential elections between 1948
and 2000 by quantitatively analyzing the texts of primary and
general debates, television spots, and acceptance addresses.
The key conclusions were that Democrats discuss policy
more than Republicans, and that Democrats focus more on
issues such as education while Republicans focus more on
issues such as national security. Dolan [25] examined the
American National Election Study (ANES) election data be-
tween 1992-2006 and concluded that while voters may have
a different view on abortion than their party, people tend to
go with their party affiliation when voting in elections. Find-
ing that more Democrats consider abortion an important is-
sue than Republicans, Dolan showed that the relationship be-
tween policy and party is not homogeneous. A similar recent
study by Highton [36] of ANES data spanning three presiden-
cies (H.W. Bush: 90-92, Clinton: 92-96, andW. Bush: 00-04)
further showed a strong partisanship effect, but one which
over time changes with economic and cultural attitudes. In
this work we aim to capture the interplay between partisan-
ship and views on policy and on politicians’ characters, how-
ever incorporating economic and cultural variables (which is
beyond the scope of this work) is an exciting future direction.

Election Prediction
Due to the popularity of social media, using Twitter data to
track public opinion and specifically to predict presidential
elections has been an active research area. There are conflict-
ing results reported in prior literature for election prediction
using sentiment analysis of social media communications. In
one of the seminal attempts, Tumasjan et al. [53] analyzed the
content of more than 100K tweets published prior to the Ger-
man national election. They found that the share of tweets for
six different parties closely matched the election results with

an error of less than 2%. O’Connor et al. [43] studied the
correlation between public opinion measured from traditional
polls and sentiment measured from Twitter. They found that
while Twitter sentiment correlates with consumer confidence
and presidential job approval polls, there is not a strong cor-
relation with the 2008 presidential election poll. Gayo-Avello
et al. [31] also evaluated the power of Twitter data in predict-
ing the 2010 U.S. election outcomes. They also found that
Twitter sentiment analysis is not accurate in prediction and
its performance is only slightly better than a random classi-
fier. Other researchers [39, 30, 50, 47] have also highlighted
issues with using Twitter to predict elections, such as the need
of methodological justification in terms of accuracy, the need
to produce a true forecast (i.e. issued prior to the election),
the need to control for biases, etc. Later, some researches [13,
24, 18, 15] tried to address these problems albeit with limited
success. Due to these various issues, in this paper we do not
attempt to predict the outcome of the election. Quite the op-
posite, we provide a complex view of the electorate’s decision
landscape that cannot be reduced to a single metric.

METHODOLOGY
Our aim is to use state-of-the-art computational approaches
to track party, policy, and personality in online social media
communications. Each approach is driven by a lexicon or
a seed list, supplied by subject matter experts, and is then
exploited to produce quantitative measurements for further
analysis.

Party
We infer political affiliations of Twitter users using a method
that is both simple and efficient. This method is supported by
the theory of selective exposure [48] which implies that on-
line social media users tend to follow other users with similar
beliefs or ideology. Specifically, in the context of American
politics, Democrats are more likely to follow other Democrats
and Republicans are more likely to follow other Republi-
cans [22]. Thus, a user following more Republicans than
Democrats is likely to be affiliated with Republicans. Sim-
ilarly, a user following more Democrats than Republicans is
likely to be affiliated with Democrats. We manually curated
sets of 30 well recognized Democrat (e.g., Rachel Maddow)
and 30 Republican (e.g., Sean Hannity) accounts on Twit-
ter as the “landmarks.” The curation was done in consulta-
tion with political scientists. We intentionally include several
journalists with recognized affiliations as landmarks because
of their large Twitter followings. On average, each Demo-
cratic landmark has 223,656 followers and each Republican
landmark has 277,671 followers. Political affiliation is then a
function of the number of landmark Democrats and Republi-

cans that each user follows on Twitter:
#Republicans−#Democrats
#Republicans+#Democrats .

The output is in the range of [−1, 1], where −1 indicates
Democratic affiliation, +1 indicates Republican affiliation,
and 0 indicates Others (independent or alternative). Our
method to infer political affiliation of Twitter users based on
whether they follow well-recognized Democratic and Repub-
lican landmarks is high precision and low recall. Therefore,
the “Others” category may include politically inactive Twit-
ter users whose political affiliation cannot be inferred by our
method [20, 42].
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Personality
To characterize personality perceptions, Bhattacharya et al.
[14] used the Adjective Check List (ACL) [35], which has
300 adjectives or traits commonly used to characterize a per-
son’s personality. The ACL covers a wide variety of traits
such as intelligent, creative, determined, cheerful. Traits are
viewed as either positive (e.g., honest), negative (e.g., anx-
ious), or neutral (e.g., jolly). Simonton reduced them to a core
set of 110 traits with factor analysis and used these traits to
characterize the personality of 39 American presidents [49].
Simonton further consolidated these 110 traits into 14 non-
orthogonal personality dimensions, which include modera-
tion, friendliness, intellectual brilliance, machiavellianism,
poise and polish, achievement drive, forcefulness, wit, phys-
ical attractiveness, pettiness, tidiness, conservatism, inflexi-
bility, and pacifism. Subsets of the 110 traits are given load-
ings on a continuous scale of [-1,1] that show how traits pos-
itively or negatively contribute to a particular personality di-
mension. For example, the intellectual brilliance dimension
is composed of artistic (.84), inventive (.76), curious (.74), in-
telligent (.64), sophisticated (.62), insightful (.54), wise (.46),
dull (-.71 ), and commonplace (-.41).

In our study, we characterize perceptions on the personali-
ties of the 2016 presidential candidates using Simonton’s 110
traits and 14 personality dimensions. We use a set of forty
high-precision search templates [14] to identify tweets ex-
pressing these personality perceptions. There are two types of
templates, one to retrieve tweets stating that a trait is present
and the other to retrieve tweets saying that a trait is absent.
An example template is: [P] is [A]? [T]. Here [P] is a variable
representing a person name such as Hillary Clinton, [A] rep-
resents a class of high certainty words (e.g., definitely, very)
and [T] is a specific trait such as honest (or its synonyms).
The ‘?’ designates item being optional. This template re-
trieves statements such as ‘Hillary Clinton is certainly smart’
and ‘Hillary Clinton is intelligent’. Another example is [P]
is [S] [T], where [S] represents words that are only some-
what certain (e.g., sort of, somewhat, kinda). It retrieves
statements such as ‘Hillary Clinton is sort of decisive’ and
‘Hillary Clinton is somewhat friendly’. We consider nega-
tion in statements (‘Hillary Clinton is not decisive’) and trait
antonyms (‘Hillary Clinton is not unfriendly’). We further
manually examine tweets retrieved by the search templates
to eliminate false positives due to sarcasm. Using the tweets
retrieved by these search templates, we calculate a score for
each trait. Since different presidential candidates may accu-
mulate varying numbers of tweets, we normalize this score
for the number of tweets discussing the trait. Further details
are in [14].

Policy
To understand how policy preferences of candidates impact
their perception, we track tweets related to 11 different pol-
icy categories for each candidate. The list of policies includes
abortion, gay rights, climate change, foreign policy, health
care, immigration, gun control, education, economy, veter-
ans, and miscellaneous. While not a complete list by any
means, these are some of the key issues discussed in our data,

and were identified as most commonly discussed around can-
didates on Twitter by Rupar et al. [46]. In consultation with
political scientists, we compiled the list of keywords for each
policy by starting with a few well recognized keywords for
each policy, e.g., “pro-life” and “pro-choice” for abortion.
We then identified other related keywords with which they
co-occurred (e.g., “planned parenthood” was frequently men-
tioned for abortion). Further, the miscellaneous policy cate-
gory includes other keywords such as “blacklivesmatter” and
“sex discrimination” which could not be neatly included in
other policy categories. Given the set of these highly precise
keywords for a policy, we extracted all tweets that contain at
least one of the keywords. Being the most topic-dependent di-
mension, policy tracking is most in need of expert supervision
and keyword curation, and we leave an automated keyword-
based extraction of such topics to future work.

Sentiment
While our main points of focus are the three factors from
The American Voter, we also analyze our data using the more
common text mining strategy of sentiment analysis. The goal
here is to gauge the general negativity or positivity in the dis-
cussion surrounding each presidential candidate. Given the
limited size of tweets (140 characters), we can safely assume
that the sentiment detected in political tweets concerns the
entities (in this case, the candidates) mentioned therein [43].
For sentiment analysis, we rely on the SENTIWORDNET lex-
icon [7], which assigns positive and negative scores to each
synset (set of synonyms) of WORDNET (containing around
117K synsets). To this end, we split a tweet’s text as sepa-
rate sentences, remove symbols such as “< [>]∗ >”, tokenize,
and stem before matching to the SENTIWORDNET lexicon.
To quantify the overall sentiment of each tweet, we use the
common approach which is to sum up positive and negative
sentiment scores of the matched tokens. If the positive sen-
timent score is larger than the negative sentiment score, we
label the tweet as positive, and similarly for negative. If both
scores are equal, we label the tweet as neutral.

DATA

Data Collection
This work uses Twitter collections around 10 major presi-
dential candidates listed in Table 1. Two of these candidates
are running as Democrats (Clinton and Sanders) and the re-
maining eight are running as Republicans. For each candi-
date, we collected tweets posted from November 15, 2015 to
February 29, 2016. The data were collected using Twitter’s
streaming API with filter keywords (statuses/filter)
for each candidate. We used full names of candidates such
as “hillary clinton” for Clinton. This API provides all tweets
related to the filter keywords, but caps the tweets at 1% of all
public tweets. Since more than 500 million tweets per day
are posted on Twitter [1], we are set to capture up to five mil-
lion tweets per day for each candidate. Note that the highest
daily tweet count (for Trump) is less than one million, thus
we can safely assume that we are capturing a vast majority
of tweets for all candidates. Moreover, for computing Twitter
users’ political affiliation, we also used Twitter’s REST API
to crawl the follower lists for the sixty landmark accounts.
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(a) Democratic candidates (b) Republican candidates

Figure 1. Time series of tweets for candidates. The vertical black lines indicate the following major election events during the data collection period.
(1) DebR1: CNN Republican debate, (2) DebR2: Fox Business Republican debate, (3) DebD2: NBC News Democratic debate, (4) DebR3: Fox News
Republican debate, (5) IAD: Democratic Iowa caucus, (6) IAR: Republican Iowa caucus, (7) DebD3: MSNBC Democratic debate, (8) DebR4: ABC News
Republican debate, (9) NHD: Democratic New Hampshire primary, (10) NHR: Republican New Hampshire primary, (11) DebD4: PBS Democratic
debate, (12) DebR5: CBS Republican debate, (13) NVD: Democratic Nevada caucus, (14) SCR: Republican South Carolina primary, (15) NVR:
Republican Nevada caucus, (16) DebR6: CNN Republican debate, (17) SCD: Democratic South Carolina primary.

We decided not to discount retweets versus original tweets
when counting tweets. We find retweets to usually be quoted
as-is, without modification from the user – our data is 58.15%
retweets, and of those 99% are quoted verbatim. It may be the
case that retweeting is less powerfully associated with user
opinion. It would be an interesting future work to find a suit-
able discount factor for retweets.

We did not explicitly attempt to geographically filter tweets
because only a small fraction are GPS located. When exam-
ining the GPS located tweets in our data, we find 85.3% to
be from the USA and 3.3% from the UK in a distant sec-
ond place. Our data may include some tweets from interna-
tional Twitter users, although the lexicons used in our analysis
should at least limit them to English language tweets.

Data Statistics
As shown in Table 1, Trump has a clear lead with about 21
million tweets about him from more than 5 million users.
Moreover, about half of the users and tweets were posting
about Trump. This is roughly 3X the Twitter attention given
to Clinton or Sanders who have similar numbers of tweets and
users. Cruz follows with about 6.5 million tweets from close
to a million users. The remaining candidates trail behind to
varying degrees.

Figure 1 shows the time series of tweets for all presidential
candidates. We observe sharp spikes for both Democratic
and Republican candidates. These spikes typically corre-
spond to major election events. Our data collection covers
the Iowa, New Hampshire, Nevada and South Carolina cau-
cuses and primaries as well as several debates. Some events
happened on the same day for both parties. For example,
both Democrats and Republicans held the Iowa caucus on
February 1 and New Hampshire primary on February 9. Oth-
ers happened on different days for each party. For example,
the Nevada caucus for Democrats was held on February 20
while that for Republicans was held on February 23. Differ-
ent events happened on the same day for both parties as well.
For example, the Nevada caucus for Democrats and the South
Carolina primary for Republicans were held on February 20.

We observe that all candidates received spikes on major elec-
tion event days. The magnitudes of spikes differ depending

on how well candidates performed at that event. For ex-
ample, Clinton received 51% more tweets than Sanders on
the day she defeated him at the South Carolina primary. As
another example, Sanders received 102% more tweets than
Clinton when he defeated her in the New Hampshire primary.
However, we also note that losing candidates sometimes re-
ceived more tweets than winning candidates. For example,
even though Clinton won the Iowa caucus, Sanders received
8% more tweets. This difference is small as compared to the
previous examples possibly because Sanders lost to Clinton
by a very small margin. While Trump received more spikes
than other Republican candidates, Cruz received the largest
spike when he unexpectedly won the Iowa caucus instead of
Trump. Cruz received 16% more tweets than Trump on the
day of event. As another example, Bush received the sec-
ond largest spike for the South Carolina primary, even though
Rubio and Cruz are ranked second and third respectively af-
ter Trump. The spike was because Bush announced that he
would quit the race after his disappointing performance in the
South Carolina primary. Bush received 166% more tweets
than Rubio while only 32% fewer tweets than Trump on the
event day.

Besides the spikes for all candidates on days of major elec-
tion events, candidates sometimes had spikes on specific days
based on their own campaign activities. For example, Trump
received many more tweets than other candidates starting De-
cember 7 (which then gradually faded after 5-6 days) when he
called for a ban on Muslims entering the U.S. [2]. While not
obvious in Figure 1 due to Trump’s large tweet counts, Ka-
sich had a spike on November 19 when he announced plans
to create a new federal agency that would promote Judeo-
Christian values [26]. Fiorina also received manymore tweets
on November 29 when she told the Fox News that Obama
is “delusional” for saying that climate change is a major na-
tional security threat [4].

Table 1 also dissects the tweet data by detected sentiment.
Negative tweets significantly outnumber positive tweets for
all candidates, but to a different extent for each candidate. For
the whole time period, Bush received the highest ratio of neg-
ative tweets to positive ones (13.4×), followed by Cruz (7.6×)
and Trump (4.3×) while Carson (2.5×), Christie (2.6×), and
Sanders (2.7×) received the lowest ratio.
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Candidate Number Number Tweets from Republicans Tweets from Democrats Tweets from Others
of Users of Tweets Positive Negative Neutral Total Positive Negative Neutral Total Positive Negative Neutral Total

Hillary Clinton 1,391,829 7,224,615 217,549 764,536 86,469 1,068,554 306,149 802,342 122,813 1,231,304 1,097,466 3,249,497 577,794 4,924,757

Bernie Sanders 1,500,362 7,215,240 88,652 291,246 34,781 414,679 402,260 1,079,684 158,993 1,640,937 1,239,066 3,348,727 571,831 5,159,624

Donald Trump 5,096,698 21,351,629 423,049 1,508,704 172,275 2,104,028 333,269 1,447,187 133,512 1,913,968 2,956,020 12,968,070 1,409,543 17,333,633

Ted Cruz 995,067 6,478,005 223,283 1,398,221 111,358 1,732,862 86,020 693,479 41,525 821,024 399,699 3,298,447 225,973 3,924,119

John Kasich 159,999 425,123 17,887 59,017 7,632 84,536 15,533 49,837 6,060 71,430 64,406 182,385 22,366 269,157

Ben Carson 510,513 1,518,287 52,007 157,262 18,537 227,806 62,615 162,681 19,452 244,748 279,862 677,408 88,463 1,045,733

Marco Rubio 495,516 2,727,233 158,753 491,231 63,297 713,281 63,786 230,133 24,245 318,164 348,875 1,176,074 170,839 1,695,788

Jeb Bush 560,798 1,807,891 22,258 238,806 11,882 272,946 20,534 225,332 12,427 258,293 77,658 1,145,254 53,740 1,276,652

Chris Christie 199,998 522,164 19,833 51,696 6,665 78,194 28,108 78,277 8,234 114,619 86,414 218,409 24,528 329,351

Carly Fiorina 132,672 294,669 9,701 30,878 3,951 44,530 14,015 52,480 5,962 72,457 37,794 123,691 16,197 177,682

Total 11,043,452 49,564,856 1,232,972 4,991,597 516,847 6,741,416 1,332,289 4,821,432 533,223 6,686,944 6,587,260 26,387,962 3,161,274 36,136,496

Table 1. Statistics of candidate tweet collections from November, 15 2015 to February 29, 2016. Close to half the users and tweets in the dataset were
posting on Trump. Trump’s numbers reflect a 3X lead in tweets and users compared to Clinton and Sanders. Negative sentiment tweets significantly
outnumber positive and neutral ones. The sentiment charged nature of the dialog is also indicated by the low prevalence of sentiment neutral tweets
(about 8%). Same party tweets outnumber competing party tweets for seven out of ten candidates. Democrats tweeted more about Trump than about
Clinton or Sanders. Republicans were more interested in Clinton than in Sanders.

PARTY, PERSONALITY, AND POLICY

Party
The party affiliation serves as a key factor in determining the
electorate’s perception of candidates and voting decisions.
In the U.S., it is usually dichotomized into Democrats vs.
Republicans, although alternative or independent affiliations
have been on the rise [17]. For those affiliated, prior lit-
erature has shown that only a small fraction of people vote
against their party affiliations [16, 40]. Here, we analyze the
breakdown of tweet volume and its sentiment with respect to
party affiliations of the users as Republicans, Democrats, and
Others. In total, our data contains almost 50 million tweets
from more than 11 million Twitter users. It is noteworthy that
the total number of tweets from Republicans (6,741,416) and
Democrats (6,686,944) are almost equal.

Interestingly, the breakdown of tweets by party in Table 1
shows that tweets from users affiliated to the same party out-
number tweets from the competing party for all candidates,
except for Fiorina, Christie, and Carson. For example, 23%
(1,640,937) tweets mentioning Sanders are from Democrats
while 6% (414,679) tweets are from Republicans. As an-
other example, 27% (1,732,862) tweets mentioning Cruz
are from Republicans while 13% (821,024) tweets are from
Democrats. Overall, Trump received most tweets across all
political affiliations as compared to other candidates.

Table 1 also shows the presence of some “crosstalk”. While
Republican leaning user tweets were mostly about Republi-
can candidates (78%), Democrat leaning users were tweet-
ing slightly more (57%) about Republican candidates than
about candidates from their own party. Thus, we find far
more “crosstalk” from Democratic leaning users than from
Republican leaning users [9], suggesting an aggravated echo-
chamber effect on the Republican side. Republican leaning
users tweeting about Democrats were far more intereseted in
Clinton (2.6×more) than in Sanders. Whereas when tweeting
about Republicans, Democrats mostly talked about Trump,
followed by Cruz in the distant second.

Table 1 also provides the sentiment breakdown of tweets for
all party affiliations. As indicated earlier, negative tweets – al-

most three-fourths of all tweets – dominate. This observation
holds for each candidate as well. The highly charged nature
of the Twitter election dialog is also seen in the low numbers
of sentiment neutral tweets. Around 8% of the tweets posted
by each user group have neutral sentiment.

Personality
Table 2 provides an overview of more than 316 thousand
tweets in our data that convey perceptions of candidates’ per-
sonality along fourteen personality dimensions. The table is
again broken down by party affiliation, Republican leaning
or Democrat leaning. The most discussed personality dimen-
sion is moderation, which accounts for almost one-third of all
personality-related tweets. This is followed by friendliness,
machiavellianism, intellectual brilliance, pacifism, and wit.
The remaining eight personality dimensions are discussed in-
frequently and are summarized under “Other Dimensions”.

Comparing the types of posts made by users leaning towards
each party we find a few differences. For example, Democrats
discuss friendliness of candidates more than Republicans. In
contrast, Republicans discuss machiavellianism and pacifism
of candidates more than Democrats. Overlaying sentiment,
we note that while negative tweets account for about four-
fifths of all personality-related tweets overall, Republicans
tend to be more negative than Democrats (83% vs. 77%). Fi-
nally, as compared to Republicans, Democrats are more pos-
itive about pacifism and more negative about machiavellian-
ism and wit.

Figure 2 shows the candidate-level breakdown of the four
most frequently discussed personality dimensions. We ex-
cluded candidates with very few tweets for some personal-
ity dimensions from our analysis. For systematic analysis,
we divide candidates into high-frequency and low-frequency
groups based on their tweet counts for each personality di-
mension and limit candidate comparisons to each group.

Moderation. Clinton and Rubio are perceived as moder-
ate while Trump, Sanders, and Cruz are perceived as not
moderate in the high-frequency group. Clinton received the
highest score of 0.28 for moderation. For example, Clin-
ton received more than 11 thousand tweets containing phrase
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Personality Dimension #Tweets %Tweets Republicans Democrats
# % # Positive # Negative # % # Positive # Negative

Tweets Tweets Tweets Tweets Tweets Tweets Tweets Tweets

Moderation 103,671 32.8% 15,788 31.8% 1,738 (11%) 13,348 (85%) 16,521 35.3% 1,996 (12%) 11,971 (72%)

Friendliness 65,041 20.6% 8,159 16.4% 1,394 (17%) 6,239 (76%) 10,334 22.1% 1,499 (15%) 8,203 (79%)

Machiavellianism 41,692 13.2% 8,930 18.0% 1,873 (21%) 6,788 (76%) 6,091 13.0% 926 (15%) 4,985 (82%)

Intellectual Brilliance 34,319 10.8% 5,694 11.5% 662 (12%) 4,787 (84%) 5,885 12.6% 755 (13%) 4,910 (83%)

Pacifism 23,202 7.3% 3,879 7.8% 115 (3%) 3,737 (96%) 1,211 2.6% 67 (6%) 852 (70%)

Wit 12,751 4.0% 1,112 2.2% 150 (13%) 926 (83%) 1,769 3.8% 174 (10%) 1,540 (87%)

Other Dimensions 35,717 11.3% 6,080 12.3% 668 (11%) 5,150 (85%) 4,966 10.6% 1,125 (23%) 3,666 (74%)

Total 316,393 100.0% 49,642 100.0% 6,600 (13%) 40,975 (83%) 46,777 100.0% 6,542 (14%) 36,127 (77%)

Table 2. Statistics of tweets conveying personality perceptions and their breakdown across party affiliation and sentiment.

(a) Moderation (b) Friendliness (c) Machiavellianism (d) Intellectual Brilliance

Figure 2. Scores for four most discussed personality dimensions. Scores are in the range [-1,+1]. -1 (+1) indicates the personality is viewed as absent
(present) with high confidence. The number of tweets for absence (presence) of each personality dimension are provided on the left (right) of the bar
plot. The net score is included in the parenthesis. The bar plots are shown for candidates receiving a minimum of 100 tweets on a dimension.

“Hillary Clinton Is Calm, Cool and Effective”. Keywords
calm and cool are positively aligned with moderation. On
the other hand, Trump received -0.14 score for moderation –
he received more than a thousand tweets including “Donald
Trump is terrible for disrespecting Moslems” (terrible being
negatively aligned with moderation). In the low-frequency
group, Bush, Carson, and Kasich are perceived as moderate
while Fiorina is perceived as not moderate.

Friendliness. Sanders is perceived as friendly, while Cruz
and Trump not, whereas Clinton is seen as neutral in the high-
frequency group. Kasich and Carson are perceived as friendly
while others, led by Fiorina, are perceived as not friendly in
the low-frequency group. In particular, Sanders was consid-
ered by many as cute (“Bernie Sanders is so cute”), whereas,
for instance, Cruz received more than a thousand tweets say-
ing “Cruz is nasty” and “Ted Cruz isn’t likeable”. Although
having no direct relation to the political strengths of the can-
didates, surprisingly, thousands of tweets referred to their per-
sonal amiability.

Machiavellianism. Machiavellianism is associated with be-
ing deceitful and unscrupulous. In the high frequency group,
Clinton and Cruz are perceived as machiavellian, while
Sanders and then Trump are not. For example, Cruz received
hundreds of tweets such as “Ted Cruz is untrustworthy” and
“Ted Cruz is so dishonest that TV stations won’t run his ads
because they’re worried about legal culpability”. On the other
hand, Sanders received more than a thousand tweets such as
“100% of 18–29 year olds think Bernie Sanders is honest
and trustworthy” which result in -0.37 machiavellian score
for him.

Intellectual Brilliance. In the high-frequency group, Trump
and Cruz and both are perceived as intellectually brilliant. For
example, Trump received more than six thousand tweets such
as “Donald Trump Is Smart To Remind Voters Of Clinton

Drama”. All other candidates are in the low frequency group
and most of them (Clinton followed by Bush, Sanders, and
then Fiorina) are perceived as intellectual brilliant. Only Ka-
sich and Christie are perceived as not intellectually brilliant.
Kasich, for example, even received tweets like “John Kasich
is a very stupid man” contributing to his low score.

Policy
Table 3 presents an overview of the more than six million
tweets about policy in our data. The table is limited to
the six most discussed policies and the remaining five poli-
cies are summarized under “Other Policies”. Foreign policy
(33%), immigration (23%), healthcare (14%), and the econ-
omy (13%) are the most discussed policies. Democrat leaning
users express most interest in foreign policy compared to im-
migration which ranks second in drawing their attention (11%
difference). In contrast, the two policies draw equal atten-
tion from Republican leaning users. Republicans tweet more
about abortion, health care and immigration (3-6% differ-
ence) than Democrats while Democrats tweet more about gay
rights, foreign policy, and economy (2-6% difference) than
Republicans. Overlaying sentiment, we again note that neg-
ative tweets account for about four-fifths of all policy-related
tweets. While Republicans are more positive than Democrats
for gun control, veterans, and gay rights (6-8% difference) the
order is reversed for abortion (6% difference).

Figure 3 shows the candidate-level breakdown of the six most
frequently discussed policies. We note that Clinton, Sanders,
Trump, Cruz, and Rubio received much more policy-related
tweets than the remaining candidates. Thus, we limit our
analysis to these top candidates.

Foreign policy. Trump is by far the most discussed can-
didate for foreign policy, with almost twice relevant tweets
than Clinton in the second place. The most mentioned for-
eign policy keyword is ISIS for both candidates, with Trump
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Policy #Tweets %Tweets Republicans Democrats
# % # Positive # Negative # % # Positive # Negative

Tweets Tweets Tweets Tweets Tweets Tweets Tweets Tweets

Foreign Policy 2,050,648 33.2% 307,254 28.4% 51,039 (17%) 239,913 (78%) 316,859 31.2% 51,856 (16%) 249,622 (79%)

Immigration 1,416,459 22.9% 289,251 26.8% 30,712 (11%) 244,987 (85%) 207,076 20.4% 21,280 (10%) 178,188 (86%)

Healthcare 884,371 14.3% 171,476 15.9% 31,931 (19%) 125,392 (73%) 134,343 13.2% 22,674 (17%) 102,493 (76%)

Economy 795,784 12.9% 120,462 11.1% 12,188 (10%) 104,678 (87%) 171,748 16.9% 16,780 (10%) 148,904 (87%)

Abortion 265,593 4.3% 79,007 7.3% 11,060 (14%) 65,250 (83%) 49,127 4.8% 9,823 (20%) 36,389 (74%)

Gay Rights 232,515 3.8% 25,832 2.4% 10,641 (41%) 12,422 (48%) 40,310 4.0% 13,969 (35%) 23,760 (59%)

Other Policies 537,551 8.6% 87,467 8.1% 30,101 (34%) 50,454 (58%) 97,239 9.5% 27,747 (29%) 60,542 (62%)

Total 6,182,921 100.0% 1,080,749 100.0% 177,672 (16%) 843,096 (78%) 1,016,702 100.0% 164,129 (16%) 799,898 (79%)

Table 3. Statistics of tweets discussing different policies, and their breakdown across party affiliation and sentiment.

(a) Foreign policy (b) Immigration (c) Health care

(d) Economy (e) Abortion (f) Gay rights

Figure 3. Number of tweets for the six most discussed policies with party affiliation breakdown. The blue and red regions indicate tweets from
Democrats and Republicans, respectively. The white region represents tweets from Others.

having about 200 thousand tweets and Clinton having about
150 thousand matching tweets. However, after ISIS, the most
mentioned keyword for Trump is Paris (78 thousand tweets)
and that for Clinton is Benghazi (75 thousand tweets). This
observation can be explained by Clinton’s email scandal as
part of hearings conducted by the House Select Committee
on Benghazi.

Immigration. Trump is the most discussed candidate for im-
migration, followed by Cruz, Rubio, and Clinton. In gen-
eral, for these candidates three most mentioned keywords
are refugee and immigrants. However, immigration-related
tweets for Rubio mostly had the keyword amnesty. This ob-
servation can be explained by Rubio’s change his stance on
amnesty. While the other Republican candidates were consis-
tently against amnesty, Rubio changed his stance on amnesty
when he ran for the presidency.

Healthcare. Trump and Cruz received most healthcare re-
lated tweets, followed by Sanders and Clinton. The most
mentioned keyword in healthcare is ACA (Affordable Care
Act) which outnumbers ObamaCare.

Economy. Democratic candidates are most discussed with
respect to the economy, with Sanders leading Clinton. The
most mentioned keywords in economy related tweets areWall
Street, tax, social security, and poverty.

Abortion. Three most discussed candidates about abortion
are Cruz, Trump, and Clinton – they received roughly equal
number of tweets. There most mentioned keyword about
abortion is Planned Parenthood. Each of the top three candi-
dates received about 30 thousand tweets containing Planned
Parenthood with much more tweets from Republicans than
Democrats.

Gay rights. Republican candidates are the most discussed
about gay rights, with Cruz in the lead followed by Trump
and Rubio. The most mentioned keyword in gay rights is
gays, with Cruz and Trump each receiving more than 50 thou-
sand tweets. Other popular keywords include gay marriage,
same-sex marriage, and marriage equality. All candidates
received more tweets about gay rights from Democrats than
Republicans.
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Feature β Std. Error

Tweets from Republicans on Abortion 1.48 0.20

Tweets from Republicans on Veterans 1.33 0.3

Tweets on presence of Pacifism 1.30 0.17

Tweets from Democrats on Gay rights 1.18 0.24

Tweets from Republicans on Healthcare 1.05 0.28

Tweets on presence of Machiavellianism 0.85 0.19

Tweets from Democrats on Gun control 0.58 0.16

Tweets from Democrats on Abortion -0.96 0.18

Tweets from Democrats on Miscellaneous -1.14 0.23

Tweets from Republicans on Climate change -1.55 0.21

Tweets from Others on Veterans -1.65 0.30

Score of presence of Achievement Drive -2.78 0.79

Tweets from Republicans on absence of Intellectual Brilliance -3.37 0.96

Table 4. List of statistically significant variables (p-value < 0.001) in our
regression model for Democratic candidates. The features are sorted in
descending order with respect to estimated coefficient values. Adjusted
R2 = 0.908

IMPACT OF PARTY, PERSONALITY, AND POLICY ON
VOTING OUTCOMES
Heretofore, we showed that the factors of party, personality,
and policy outlined in The American Voter can be tracked in
social media using computational methods, and that the out-
put of these methods is directly interpretable in the context
of the ongoing presidential campaigns. However, to what ex-
tent do these signals correspond to the outcomes of electoral
polls? To answer this question, by which we may confirm or
disconfirm the validity of The American Voter’s framework in
the social media-based electoral opinion modeling, we quan-
tify the effect each factor has on electoral outcomes.

Using the methods described above, we build features for the
factors of party, personality, and policy:

• 3 features for party (Democrat, Republican, Other),
• 14 features for different personality dimensions, which are
separately computed for presence and absence as well as
for party affiliations,

• 11 features for different policy categories, which are sepa-
rately computed for party affiliations,

• raw tweet counts and sentiment-labeled tweet counts,
in total resulting in 184 variables available to regress on poll
numbers. Since a large number of polling organizations con-
duct polls at different time intervals, we rely on the Real-
ClearPolitics (RCP) [3] aggregation of reputed national polls.
Specifically, we use RCP’s daily average of national polls for
all presidential candidates.

First, we preprocess this set of 184 variables for use in re-
gression analysis. We log-transform all volumetric variables
(tweet counts) to alleviate the skew. Also, many of the fea-
tures are interdependent, making any model built with such
variables suffer from multi-collinearity. Thus, we use a step-
wise selection process to eliminate features with high VIF
(Variance Inflation Factor) and AIC (Akaike Information Cri-
terion) scores. The process results in 72 variables for the
Democratic candidates and 61 for the Republican candidates.

Due to data scarcity, we are not able to separately run regres-
sions for individual candidates (however such models would

Feature β Std. Error

Tweets from Others on Miscellaneous 1.35 0.21

Tweets from Others on Climate Change 1.27 0.21

Tweets on absence of Conservatism 1.17 0.22

Tweets from Republicans on Foreign policy 1.12 0.14

Tweets from Others on Gun control 1.10 0.17

Tweets from Republicans on Abortion 0.95 0.16

Tweets from Democrats on Gay rights 0.54 0.13

Tweets from Others on Foreign policy -0.58 0.16

Tweets on presence of Pacifism -1.07 0.15

Tweets on absence of Forcefulness -1.07 0.31

Tweets from Democrats on Gun control -1.09 0.21

Tweets from Democrats on Climate change -1.15 0.20

Tweets from Democrats on absence of Moderation -2.65 0.80

Table 5. List of statistically significant variables (p-value < 0.001) in our
regression model for Republican candidates. The features are sorted in
descending order with respect to estimated coefficient values. Adjusted
R2 = 0.883

be very interesting for individualized analysis). Instead, we
train linear regression models on RCP’s average national poll
numbers separately for Democratic and Republican candi-
dates. We then rerun the regression on the subset of features
with p-value < 0.05. The final model for Democratic candi-
dates has 24 variables and that for Republican candidates 28
variables.

The model for Democratic candidates (Clinton and Sanders),
which uses the 24 variables, explains 0.908 proportion of
variance (adjusted R2 = 0.908).1 Table 4 lists the subset
of 13 variables with p-value < 0.001. The model includes
4 personality-based variables and 9 policy-based variables,
most of which have integrated the party aspect. For person-
ality, we note that tweets on presence of pacifism and machi-
avellianism have a positive impact on poll numbers. Inter-
estingly, tweets from Republicans on absence of intellectual
brilliance have a negative impact on poll numbers. For policy,
the impact of party aspect is more obvious on policy-related
variables with four from each party. It is noteworthy that
tweets from Republicans on abortion have a positive impact,
whereas tweets from Democrats on abortion have a negative
impact on poll numbers. Similarly, tweets from Republicans
on veterans have a positive impact whereas those from Oth-
ers have a negative impact on poll numbers of Clinton and
Sanders.

The model for Republican candidates, which uses the 28 vari-
ables, explains 0.883 proportion of variance (adjusted R2 =
0.883). Table 5 lists the subset of 13 variables with p-value <
0.001. The model also includes 4 personality-based variables
and 9 policy-based variables, most of which have integrated
the party aspect. For personality, we note that tweets on ab-
sence of conservatism has the most positive impact on poll
numbers, reflecting the preference for political outsiders. In
contrast, tweets on presence of pacifism as well as on absence
of forcefulness have a negative impact. It is interesting to note
that tweets from Democrats on absence of moderation has the
most negative impact on poll numbers. For policy, we note
that tweets from Others on climate change and gun control
have a positive impact, whereas those from Democrats have a

1Note that the goal of our regression model here is descriptive.
Therefore, we tolerate some degree of over-fitting to the data.
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Figure 4. Proportion of tweet volume about personality dimensions of
Clinton (above) and Trump (below) from users identified as Democrats
(blue circles), Republican (red squares), and Other (grey triangles).

negative impact on poll numbers. Moreover, tweets from Re-
publicans on foreign policy have a positive impact, whereas
those from Others have a negative impact on poll numbers.

The comparison of these models for both parties reveals sev-
eral key similarities and differences. Among the most sig-
nificant variables with p-value < 0.001, both models in-
clude 4 personality-based variables and 9 policy-based vari-
ables. Furthermore, both models include policy-based vari-
ables about abortion, gay rights, gun control, and climate
change. The interesting differences between these models
are related to the sign of variable coefficients. For exam-
ple, tweets on presence of pacifism have a positive impact
(β = 1.30) on poll numbers of Democratic candidates while
they have a negative impact (β = −1.07) on poll numbers of
Republican candidates. Similarly, tweets from Democrats on
gun control have a positive impact (β = 0.58) on poll number
of Democratic candidates while they have a negative impact
(β = −1.09) on poll numbers of Republican candidates.
DISCUSSION
In our exploration of The American Voter factors on Twit-
ter, we find that all three factors still play an important role
in the electoral discourse. The interplay between these fac-
tors is especially fruitful for further analysis and validation
of established political theories. For instance, in Figure 4 we
plot the proportion of tweets from users of different political
affiliations about personality dimensions of the two eventual
nominees – Clinton (above) and Trump (below). We can see
that the personality dimension of moderation is much more
emphasized for Clinton, however it is only the Other (perhaps
more independent) and Republican users who emphasize her
pacifism (which includes keywords such as weak). Further,
only users marked to be Republican emphasize Trump’s con-
servatism, whereas the Other group – potentially the indepen-
dent vote – not at all.

Further examining partisanship, we were able to identify
572,316 and 893,048 of the 11 million users as Republican
leaning and Democrat leaning respectively. Although the

seed list used in our approach limits the reach of our classi-
fication, the Twitter conversation is dominated by a vast ma-
jority that is not following these established opinion leaders.
Even among those we detected as interested in partisan opin-
ion leaders, we observed considerable crosstalk about other
party’s candidates. However, when combined with the over-
all negative tone, this possibly indicates the presence of par-
tisanship for those already aligned with a party, as found, for
example by [5].

Moreover, our study corroborates findings reported in prior
literature and also highlights some new trends. For exam-
ple, Benoit [12] reported that Republicans emphasized more
on personality traits like ‘sincerity’ while Democrats empha-
sized more on ‘drive’. In corroboration, we also find that
Republicans discuss the personality dimension of machiavel-
lianism (which includes sincere trait) more than Democrats,
who discuss the personality dimension of achievement drive
more than Republicans. Benoit [12] also reported that
Democrats focus more on policy issues such as education
while Republicans focus more on national security. Our anal-
ysis shows that Democrats not only discuss education more
than Republicans, but also issues such as gay rights and cli-
mate change. On the other hand, Republicans discuss policy
issues such abortion and veterans more than Democrats.

Methods presented in this paper were able to uncover
more than 6 million policy-related tweets and 316 thousand
personality-related tweets, but we caution the reader not to
focus on raw volumes, as they depend on the sensitivity of
the lexicons used wherein. Instead, cross-policy and cross-
personality trait analyses would present more insight, as pre-
sented in this paper. The crafting of more accurate and up-to-
date lexicons is a task involving subject-matter experts, and
thus can be only partially automated, however attempts have
recently been made to automatically augment lexicons, such
as in crisis situations [44].

CONCLUSION
The multi-factor framework of The American Voter brings
a structure to the rich political discourse on social media.
Our use of computational methods allows the evolution from
survey-based electoral research to encompass the automated
analysis of new rich sources of user-generated media. Our
findings reveal the partisan divides in the perceptions of pol-
icy positions and personality traits of the presidential candi-
dates. Further, using statistical analysis of party, personality,
and policy factors we show the importance of each one in the
modeling of electoral deliberation.

No social media study would be complete without the stan-
dard cautionary statement that social media analysis is not
meant to replace the traditional survey techniques, having nei-
ther comparable participant sampling, nor the affordances of
a (sometimes long-form) survey. However, the fact that polit-
ical figures are increasingly using Twitter to reach their sup-
porters indicates its increasing importance, at least in the eyes
of the politicians themselves. This study establishes a base-
line from which the views of the candidates can be studied,
views which we fully expect to change not only in this elec-
tion cycle but also in future elections.
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